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MULTIPLE TRIGONOMETRIC SERIES

BY

J. MARSHALL ASHC1) AND GRANT V. WELLAND(2)

Abstract. In this paper our primary interest is in developing further insight into

convergence properties of multiple trigonometric series, with emphasis on the problem

of uniqueness of trigonometric series. Let E be a subset of positive (Lebesgue) measure

of the k dimensional torus. The principal result is that the convergence of a trigono-

metric series on E forces the boundedness of the partial sums almost everywhere on

E where the system of partial sums is the one associated with the system of all rectangles

situated symmetrically about the origin in the lattice plane with sides parallel to the

axes. If E has a countable complement, then the partial sums are bounded at every

point of E. This result implies a uniqueness theorem for double trigonometric series,

namely, that if a double trigonometric series converges unrestrictedly rectangularly to

zero everywhere, then all the coefficients are zero. Although uniqueness is still con-

jectural for dimensions greater than two, we obtain partial results and indicate possible

lines of attack for this problem.

We carry out an extensive comparison of various modes of convergence (e.g.,

square, triangular, spherical, etc.). A number of examples of pathological double trig-

onometric series are displayed, both to accomplish this comparison and to indicate the

"best possible" nature of some of the results on the growth of partial sums.

We obtain some compatibility relationships for summability methods and finally

we present a result involving the (C, a, 0) summability of multiple Fourier series.

Introduction. The main interest of this paper will be the theory of multiple

trigonometric series. Multiple Fourier series (the most important type of multiple

trigonometric series) will be discussed only in connection with the theory of

uniqueness and again in the last chapter. For the definitions of any unfamiliar

terms used in the introduction the reader is referred to §1.

One of the main difficulties in multiple series arises in connection with the usual

consistency theorems for summation methods. In order to maintain the validity of

the typical theorem "convergence implies summability" even in the case of Poisson

summation one has to have the added condition that all partial sums be bounded.

If one attempts to restrict himself to regular methods of forming the partial sums,

it is easy to construct examples where this condition fails. However, by introducing

unrestricted rectangular partial sums, convergence of a multiple trigonometric
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series on a set of positive measure implies the pointwise boundedness of the partial

sums almost everywhere in the given set. Hence, one achieves a wide range of

consistency theorems on an almost everywhere basis.

The technique of obtaining the boundedness of the partial sums has as its origin

a work of P. J. Cohen [2], in which the author obtains an estimate for the rate of

increase of coefficients of a multiple trigonometric series convergent almost

everywhere by a regular method. By applying this technique (it is described and

applied in §11) in the case of unrestricted rectangular convergence in a set of

positive measure, one is able to even conclude that the coefficients are bounded

(Theorem 2.2). Lemma 2.1, part (b) of Lemma 2.2, and the first statement in Theorem

2.1 were proved by P. J. Cohen in [2]. We reproduce the proofs here since [2] is not

easily available and since the other applications show Cohen's technique to be

more powerful and useful than had previously been apparent.

Another difficulty in multiple series is the diversity of possible partial sums. As

is pointed out in §111, this diversity introduces problems at the most fundamental

level. Perhaps the most "natural" methods of forming partial sums are by circles,

squares, rectangles, and diamonds (corresponding to diamonds is triangular

convergence). Several examples are given in §111 to show the basic incompatibilities

between these methods. See Figure 3 for a summary of the situation. This in-

compatibility makes somewhat surprising the fact that convergence (= unrestricted

rectangular convergence) everywhere implies spherical Abel summability every-

where (Theorem 3.1).

In §IV, the fact from §11 that everywhere convergence controls the growth of the

coefficients and the fact from §111 that convergence implies spherical Abel sum-

mability are combined with a uniqueness theorem of V. Shapiro [16] to obtain

uniqueness for double trigonometric series that converge in a set which excludes

at most one point. The question of uniqueness under the hypothesis of everywhere

convergence is still open in dimensions greater than two. We give three other

possible approaches with partial results. One result (Theorem 4.3) is that unique-

ness holds for multiple trigonometric series of power series type that converge

everywhere.

Finally in §V some recently proved results in one dimensional Fourier series

[1], [9] are used to prove (C, a, 0) summability for certain double Fourier series

(a>0). This result complements certain recent results of C. Fefferman [6], [7],

P. Sjolin [19], and N. Tevzadze [20] concerning the convergence and divergence of

multiple Fourier series.

For further references the reader is referred to the excellent bibliography in [18].

I. Definitions. In this paper, we will be considering various aspects of pointwise

convergence of a multiple trigonometric series

(1.1) T(x) = ^ame^*.
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We use m = (m1, m2,..., mk) where the are integers and x = (xu x2,. ■ -, xk)

e Tk. We will understand Tk= [0, 2n) x [0, In) x • • • x [0, 2-n) to be Fte with two

vectors x and y identified whenever xt=yi (mod 2-n), i=\,...,k. Also, | jc —[

= min{[2i'c=i (**— yf)2]112 : x* is equivalent to x and >>* is equivalent to y}. For

zeC, |z| means the usual modulus of a complex number. We set m x=m1x1

+ ---+mkxk, \m\=(m2+ ■ ■ • +mt)112, \\m\=mmi{\mi\}, and |||m||| =max(

The relation m = n will mean wt>7i(, /= 1,..., Let Qfc be the set of all ^-tuples

P = {Pu ■ ■ -,Pk) where f<=0 or 1 for i=l,..., k. Ifp e Q.k, we set

8x) f = 3x7, K ''' 8x~/ idX)P = ' 'dXl'

where /»is= 1, 5= 1,..., r and Pj = 0 otherwise. When A: = 2, we will take m = (m, n),

x = (x, y), \m\ = (m2 + n2)112 and so forth in order to simplify the notation.

There are many interpretations of the statement "T converges at x." A method

of convergence is described by a sequence {Fn}n = 0,i,2,... of finite sets of £-tuples of

integers such that each En is contained in En+j for all sufficiently large j and the

union of all the En consists of all A-tuples of integers. The method is symmetric

if m e En implies that so are the other A>tuples m' satisfying \m\\ = /'= 1,..., k.

In this paper only symmetric methods will be considered.

A method of convergence is regular if and only if there is a constant K such that

for every lattice point m = (mx,..., mk) there exists n0 such that m belongs to Ena

and such that for each lattice point / in Eno we have ^ü:|||im||| . We call the least

such A" the eccentricity of the method. In other words, the F„'s are not too eccen-

trically shaped. This definition is due to Paul J. Cohen [2, p. 39].

Some examples of regular methods of convergence are spherical conver-

gence or circular convergence if k = 2(En = {m | \m\^n}), triangular convergence

(En = {m I 2i = i square convergence (En = {m \ |||m||| ^n), and restricted

rectangular convergence. T is said to converge restrictedly rectangularly if T

converges to the same value for every sequence {En} satisfying the following

conditions:

(i) each En is a rectangle symmetric about the origin with sides parallel to the

axes;

(ii) if pn denotes the minimum dimension of En and if qn denotes its maximum

dimension, then qjpn is uniformly bounded.

The minimum bound will be called the eccentricity of the sequence {£„}.

If condition (ii) is removed we have the definition of unrestricted rectangular

convergence. Henceforth, converge will mean converge unrestrictedly rectangularly.

Explicitly, T(x) converges to s(x) if

Ml M2 Mk

(1.2) s(x) =   lim sM(x)   wheresM(x) =    2       2   "'    2 ameim,x
IIMII-*«» mi=-Mim2=-M2 mk=-Mjc

where M=(A/1,..., Mk). Note that convergence is not a regular method of

convergence. The series T(x) converges in the sense of Pringsheim to s(x) if (1.2)
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holds and if there is a number B = B(x) such that I^a/WI ^ B for all M. For example,

if a0n=|n|, aln= — \n\, amn = 0 otherwise, then F(0) converges to 0, but sOiN(0)

= N(N+1) so F(0) does not converge in the sense of Pringsheim.

We will consider several summability methods. A series T is spherically Abel

summable to s(x) if T(x, t) = Jiam exp (imx-\m\t) converges absolutely for r>0

and if limt_0 F(jc, t) = s(x). We say T is Riemann summable to s(x) if

«'■■>•>.«'2^(^(^r:;;(^f
converges absolutely for h\ + ■ ■ ■ + hk = \h\2^0 (interpret (sin 0)/0 to be 1), and if

limiM-.o T(x; hu .. .,hk)=s(x).

We will consider only Lebesgue measurable subsets A of Tk and \A\ will denote

the Lebesgue measure of A.

II. Relationships between methods of convergence and the growth of coefficients.

Lemma 2.1 (P. J. Cohen [2]). Let S^T1 with \S\> 8. Then for any integer l>0

there are I points of S; zu ..., zh such that fa—z/| >(§//) for

Proof. We choose zp, p=\,2,..., I, recursively as follows. Let zx be any point

of S. For this proof only identify F1 with [zl5 z1 + 2n). Choose z2>z1 + 8jl so that

\S n [zj, z2]\<\S\ll. Having chosen z2,..-,zp„1 choose z„ > zp _! + 5// so that

15 n [zp_l5 zp]\ < \ S\/l. This can be done since

j#ri:tz1, zp_i]| = "f \Sn[zhzi + 1]\ < (j>-2) ^
i = l 1

=> \Sn[zp.,,2^)1 > |s]-i>-2)i|! >2j-

Observe that

\Sn [zuZl]\ < ^y- \S\ =>(z1 + 2tt)-z; ^ \S n(z„z1 + 27r)| = ^ > 7'

so that zx and z, are sufficiently separated as points of T1. It is clear from the

construction that any other pair of points are also sufficiently separated.

Lemma 2.2. Let p(w) = a0 + a1w+ ■ ■ ■ +anwn be a trigonometric polynomial where

w = eix ranges over the unit circle.

(a) If \p(w) \ =B for w e E<^TX, \E \ >0, then there is a constant c = c(\E\) such

that \p(w)\ ^ Bcn for all w in T1.

(b) If given any y>l, there exists A = A(y)<l and b = b(y) such that \p(w)\^B

on some set E^T1, \E\ >2ttX, then for all w e T1,

(2.1) 1^)1 = Bby\

Proof. We will treat A e (0, 1) as a parameter. Its value will be determined later.

In the proof of (a), A will be \E\\2-n\ in the proof of (b), A will depend on y. Let
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z0,zlt..., z„, w^l, be points of {z e C : |z| = l} such that |arg zf — arg z,\

^2ttA/(«+1) if ijtj. Since we will use the Lagrange interpolation formula p(z)

= 2?=oP(z>Vi(z) where

(2.2) 7t,(z) =
ri/#i(Zi-^)

we need to estimate the ^(z). Because of symmetry, it suffices to estimate tt0(z).

Without loss of generality, we assume that

0 = arg z0 < arg z, < ■ ■ ■ < arg z„ < 27r —27tA/(«+ 1) < 2n.

Let m be the smallest integer greater than («+ 1)/A such that m — n—l is an even

integer. Note m and n have opposite parity. Let £, = e2"ilm,     = e_ l2 = e2

£_2 = e~2*<2lm)i,..., 1 be the mth roots of unity, indexed so that |£t — 11 < — 11

if \i \ < \j \ = m\2. Observe that

n?=i (z-zy)
(2.3) w0(z) =

n?-i(i-z,)

Let /f=the set of the n Ts nearest to 1 (excluding 1 itself), Ä = the set of the n £'s

furthest from 1, Ä' = the set of the m — n—l £'s nearest to 1 (excluding 1 itself),

y4' = the set of the m — n—l £'s furthest from 1, and finally, C=the set of all Ts

except £=1. Note A u A' = B\J B' = C, A n A' = BnB' = 0, the empty set. We

have easily

(2.4) no
1=1

no-
Ce4

for |l-*!|fc|l-U |l-».|i|l-C-i|, |l-z2|>|l-C_1|, |1 —> [1 — ̂_2|,

etc.

We also have

(2.5) 11(2-^) < no-o

To give a formal argument for (2.5) is tedious while the essential idea is geo-

metrically evident. We give a description of the argument. When n is odd, one

chooses y to be a zy which is closest to — z.

By pushing the remaining z/s closer to y one obtains a new group of z/s whose

neighboring elements differ in argument by 277/w while the product corresponding

to the left-hand side of (2.5) is increased.

Finally, a maximum is obtained when this new grouping is rigidly rotated so that

y moves to — z, giving a new product on the left-hand side of (2.5) which is in

modulus equal to the right-hand side. In the case that n is even, one proceeds in a

similar way so that the final rotation of the adjusted grouping of points has its

two nearest points to — z straddling — z in the same way the two nearest wth roots

of unity nearest to — 1 straddle — 1.
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From (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) we have

n «\ i mi < nceB _ ncec|i-£i/rwii-ci _ rwiwi
{ ' 1 oC)l = ruii-si  nCecii-ci/rieex-rwii-cf

Define S by on = (m — n—\)j2. Then S = S(A, w) satisfies

(2.7) I (I-l) < «"+DM)-(n+l) < 8 < (w+l)/A + 2-(H+l) k /I   A 1
2 \A    / 2n 2« \A    / n

so that S —> 0 as A -> 1 and w —>• co.

Estimating each term in the numerator of (2.6) by 2, we have

(2.8) nii-£i<2a4B-
ieA'

For the denominator we have

in

fc = l

= (4/w)2'"1(3«)!2 > (4/w)2'"I((27r)1'2(6n)'"' + 1'2e-ä'1)2.

This last inequality follows from Stirling's inequality. Combining this with (2.6)

and (2.8) we have

(2.9) ko(2)| £ (l/2«-S«XK(2S+ l)/2S«)a*».

We now prove Lemma 2.2. Givenp(w) and E^T1, \E\ >2ir\, by Lemma 2.1 we

may choose z0, zu ..., zn from E where |arg zt — arg zf \ > 27rA/(« +1) if /#/ Assume

is bounded by B on F, and recall f(z) = 2"=o f^iViC2)- By (2-9) and the comment

following (2.2) we have, for all z,

(2.10)
<- J 1   M2S+i + i/«)\2T      , sun

In order to prove (a), we choose A= |F|/27r>0 so that, by (2.7), S>0 is bounded

away from zero. Hence, supn>a y(n, S) = c. To prove (b), first choose A so close to 1

and then n0 so large that y(h, 8)>y if «^«0. Set b = maxk = 1.{y(S, k)k, 1}.

From (2.10) we have \p(z)\ ^Bbyn. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2.

Lemma 2.3. If T(x) converges at each x of a set E of positive measure (more

generally, //"lim sup,|„il-0O |Fn(ac)| <co for x in E), then there is a set F^E, \F\ = \E\

such that all rectangular partial sums are bounded on F. (The bound may vary from

point to point.) In particular, if E=Tk (or even if the complement of E is countable),

then the conclusion holds everywhere on E.

Remark. To appreciate that this lemma is trivial only if k=\, consider the

simple numerical series s = 2m,n = o amn where a0n = 2n, aln = —2", amn = 0 otherwise.
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Here smn = 0 if m and n are both greater than two so s converges to 0, but s0n = 2n + 1

— 1 so the partial sums are unbounded.

Proof. First let k = 2. Let F={(x0, y0) e E : the one-dimensional measures of

EXo = E n {x=x0} and Eyo=E n {y=y0} are both positive}. It will suffice to show

the partial sums bounded at each (x0, v0) e F; since whenever the complement of E

is countable, F=E, and since F is in any case a subset of E of full measure (apply

Fubini's theorem to the characteristic function of F-Fto see this). Given (x0, y0)

find B and ll so large that

(2 11) lr"">(*o, y)\ = B  whenever m, n ^ ll and y e Fao,

|Pm„(*, v0)| = B  whenever m, n    ju. and x e F^,

where FXo<^EXQ and Fyo^Eyo have positive measure. Further, choose P so large that

(2-12) iPmnOWo)!  ^ B

if w and n are both less than ll. This can be done since (2.12) simply demands that

B be bigger than (/x+1)2 numbers. We still have to study Fmn(x0, Jo) when ll>h

or n^ll>m. The two cases are symmetrical; so henceforth, assume w^/x>«.

From (2.11), \Tmu(x0, y)\SB for all y e FVa. Thinking of Tmu as a polynomial in

eiy of degree 111 since

In,„(x,v0| 2 2

and applying Lemma 2.2 we obtain for all y

(2-13) |Pm„(xo,y)| ^ Be2",      c = cdF.J).

Since a polynomial is its own Fourier series and a function's supremum dominates

its Fourier coefficients, we obtain the same inequality for the coefficients

(2.14) j 2 t«ef*« ^  BC2*, ß =   — ll, -ll+\,...,ll.

Use this inequality 2n+1 times to obtain

(2.15)   |Fm„(^o,>')| ^   2 Bc2ß = (2«+l)Pc2« < (2ll+\)Bc2"   for all j.
ß = -n

In particular, this last inequality holds for y=y0, which was to be shown.

For the case of k > 2, the theorem can be proved by an induction which requires

no new ideas not already present in the k = 2 case. One simply replaces m by

(«!,..., Mfc-i), n by nk and makes a similar decomposition of F.

For completeness we include a proof of the Cantor-Lebesgue Theorem. One

could also see Reves and Szäsz [14, pp. 693-695] or Geiringer [8, p. 69]. For

n^O, An(x) is the sum of all the elements of {at exp [il x] : |/;| =«,, /=!,..., k}.
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Cantor-Lebesgue Theorem. If l\mmt„

limn-M^oo a„ = 0.

A„(x) = 0 for all xe E, \E\>0, then

Proof. We proceed by induction. For the theorem in one dimension see Zygmund

[23, Vol. I, Chapter IX]. Assume the theorem holds for k— 1 and that

Real (A„(x)) = an(x') cos nkxk + btt(x') sin nkxk

= p(n; x') cos (nkxk + a(n; x')) = o(l)   as \\n\\ -> co

for every x = (x', xk) e E. It suffices to show that p(n; x') 0 for every x' in some

set F of positive measure. Let F={x' : xe(x', xk) dxk > 0}, where xe is the

characteristic function of E. By Fubini's theorem, |F| >0. For any fixed x' e F,

(2.16)     p2 cos2 (nkxk + a) -> 0  for all xk e {xk : (x', xk) e E} = F(x').

But by definition of F, \F(x')\>0, so integrating (2.16) over F(x') shows that

^P2\F(x')\, and hence also P, tends to 0 as ||»|| —> co.

Theorem 2.1. If T(x) is convergent almost everywhere by a regular method of

convergence of eccentricity k, and if y>\ is given, then there exists b = b(T, y, k)>0

such that

(2.17) byW

If T(x) is convergent on a set E of positive Lebesgue measure \E\, then there is

c = c(T, \E\, k)> 1 such that

(2.18) |am| ^ gJHt;

These results are in a sense best possible.

Proof. Let y> 1 be given. Let sn(*) = 2ye£n cfiii x be the «th partial sum of T(x)

with respect to the given regular method of summation. We are given that {SnC*)}

converges for almost every x e Tk; hence, that the sn(x) are uniformly bounded on

arbitrary large subsets of T". Consider sn(x) as a polynomial in one complex

variable exp (ix1) = z1 with coefficients depending on x' = (x2, ■.., xk),

k(*i, *')l 2  d,(x') exp (ijxj
2/i

2 dm.Jl(x') exp (imxy)

We may assume that sn is bounded by a constant BA on a set of the form

Ux-eH(G(x')x{x'}) where \H\ >(2-nXf-1; for every x'e H, \G(x)\>(2nX) and

A< 1 may be chosen arbitrarily close to 1. Fix any x' e H; by Lemma 2.2, part (b),

\sn(xu x')\S B^y^yV1 for every x1 so that by using Fourier's integral repre-

sentation for the coefficients of the polynomial as in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we

obtain

I 1 f2"
I<//*')I = k-     sn(x) exp (-ijxj dxx

\^ Jo
x' eH.
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If we apply the same argument to the d„ if the original A was sufficiently close to

1, a &-fold iteration yields

\c,\ Z Bx(b(yi))kYlUl +"'+*t)   for each j e En.

But by the definition of regularity, given any y, there is an

En C {-/*, -/t + 1, . . -,/i}x ■ ■ • X{-Jk, . . .,Jk-\,Jk)

such that |||y I Ä^sup( = 1.kJujeEn. Hence,

k;l = BMyi))kylkKm-

If we set yx = yV2kK and b = BAb(y1)k, this proves the first part of Theorem 2.1.

The second part of Theorem 2.1 follows exactly the same line of proof except that

part (a) of Lemma 2.2 is used in place of part (b).

P. J. Cohen [2, p. 44] gives examples of trigonometric series whose coefficients

are "almost" 0(|||wi|||). To show that Theorem 2.1 is best possible we give new

examples. Consider a two dimensional series of the form

00

(2.19) t(x,y) = 2 ftnXl-cosjcrV»»

where the choice of <j> will determine the properties of t. Since

(2.20) (l-cos*)B = (2sin|j2n = 2~n § jfyj«^""^-l)n~'.

the Ath partial sum of (2.19) may be written

N       n /  9«   \ NN

(2.21) tN{x,y)=2   2  (-imn)2-H/")e'^-e^ =   2 2
n = lm=-n VTin? n= -Nm= -N

t ei{

From (2.21) it is clear that the ordinary Mh partial sum of t corresponds to the

(A7, N) square partial sum of t thought of as a double series. We note that

m)l   l((5/4)(27rn)1'Ve-'1)V    W     W'2)     3n1121 '

(2.22)
-^1/2,

Now set (f>(n) = 3n112. For each x satisfying |1 — cos x\ < 1 and for all y, that is for

(x, y) e ( — 7r/2, tt/2) x [ — n, -it], we have that tNfN converges absolutely. However,

|f0>n| >2n which shows that (2.18) cannot be improved. To see that the "almost

everywhere" hypothesis in the first part of Theorem 2.1 cannot be weakened, set

<j>(n) = 3nll2r ~ » Given any e > 0, r < 2 may be chosen so close to 2 as to make the set

of convergence of / have measure >(27r)2-e. Nevertheless, |r0,n| >(2/r)n, so that

the coefficients still grow exponentially.

Finally, given that a series does converge almost everywhere with respect to

some regular method, the somewhat awkward condition (2.17) is the most that one
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can deduce concerning the growth of its coefficients. Let N= \\\(m, n) |||

= max{|m|, \n\}. Assume that tm-n is square convergent almost everywhere. Then

(2.17) asserts that

(2.23) forally>l,   \tm,n\lyN < ft,

where by is independent of m and n. This is equivalent to

(2.24) for all y > 1,   lim i%i = 0.
w-oo y

For (2.24) obviously implies (2.23) and conversely assuming (2.23) and given y> 1,

we have, picking y' between y and 1,
«

y"      y \y/

Now given any function if>(N) such that for all y>l, <A(A)/y" -t* 0, choose

<£(«) = 3n1/2i/>(n)2~\ Then almost everywhere (in fact except for the two lines

x = tt and x= — it), t(x, y) converges as can be seen by setting y2 = 2/(l —cos x) if

x^tt (if x=0, t(0, y) = 0). But |r0,n| >tHw) so the coefficients grow faster than i/j.

For concrete examples the reader might consider ij>(n) = n1°B or i/j(n) = 2n'aog n).

In other words, almost everywhere square convergence permits the coefficients any

rate of growth which is less than exponential.

Remark. Lemma 2.2 is also fairly sharp. Let P(z) = einx((l -cos x)/2)\ P is

a polynomial of degree In. If |F(z)|^5 on [-8, 8], ß~(8/2)2n and sup |F(z)| = l

so that sup |F(z)|~5(4/|[-S, 8]|)2n. This shows that the c=c(|5|) of Lemma 2.2

cannot be chosen smaller than 4/|5|. A close reading of the proof of Lemma 2.2

shows that c may be chosen of the form dj\S\ but we do not know if d may be as

small as 4.

Theorem 2.2. IfT(x) is convergent on a set E, \E \ >0, then

(2.25) am = o(l)   as IlmII -> co and

(2.26) am = 0(1) for all m.

This is also a best possible result.

Proof. Given a numerical series 2;So with partial sums Jn = 2naf6o °fe ft can

be seen that

(2.27) fl. = 2 (-irV*.

In this formula (-l)ä = (-l)l5i + a2+ "+<s*: and we understand sn^ö to be equal to

0 whenever any nt — 8f = — 1. In one and two dimensions this reduces to the

elementary facts that an = sn-sn.1 and am>n = 5m,n-5m_1>n-5min_1+Jm_1>n_1.

The last equation may be visualized as A = (A + B+C+ D)-(B+ D)-(C+ D)

+ D where A = amn, B = ^=i akn, C=2^o aml and D = ^$zl Yi=o aM.
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B

Figure 1

Since this figure somewhat resembles a Mondrian painting [5, p. 169], we will

refer to an application of (2.27) as Mondrianing.

Let 40O = 2h,i =u cieiVx wherey^O. If F converges at x to s, writing

Tn(x)=   2 Mx),

expressing A„(x) in terms of partial sums as in (2.27), observing that if all indices are

large every partial sum in (2.27) is close to s and that (2.27) has an equal number of

positively and negatively signed terms, we find that

(2.28) lim   A„(x) = 0.
mln oo

From the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2, it follows that (2.28) holds for every x in a

set of positive measure. From (2.28) and the Cantor-Lebesgue Theorem it follows

that lim^n^oo a„ = 0, which is (2.25).

We now prove (2.26). From Lemma 2.3 and (2.27) we have that for each x of

F, there is a constant C(x) such that

(2.29) \Aj(x)\ g C(x)   for all/ ^ 0.

Since F has positive measure we may find a subset F' <=■ F of positive measure on

which (2.29) holds uniformly, that is,

(2.30) 14(*)| ^ C  VxeF', |F'| > 0.

From this it follows by the same argument used in the proof of the Cantor-

Lebesgue Theorem that we must also have

(2.31) \Cj\S D  for ally,

which is statement (2.26).

It remains to discuss the "best possible" aspects of Theorem 2.2. It is well known

that (2.25) is best possible even in one dimension. In fact, a one-dimensional

trigonometric series with coefficients going to zero arbitrarily slowly but which is

nonetheless convergent almost everywhere may easily be found. For example,

(2.32) 2
exp (inkx)
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is the Fourier series of an L2 function (since 2™=i k ~ 2 converges) and so convergent

almost everywhere (Carleson [1]), but the nk may be chosen as rapidly increasing

as desired, thus allowing (2.32) to have arbitrarily slowly decreasing coefficients.

Example 2.1. Let M(x) = 2-» dmeimx^0 be a one-dimensional trigonometric

series which converges to zero outside of a set M, where M is a set of multiplicity

with \M \ = 0. For the construction of such an M see [23, Vol. I, Chapter IX, §6].

Let 8<» = 2-=o einy and let

(2.33) L(x,y) = M(x)S(y).

Then
M

J      (x v\ _ V        /   pl(mx + W> _     V    J rimx Sm C^+Dj
^m,n\x, y) — '""ie —    z,   "me cJnC.m

m,n= -m,-n m=-M ^111 \y\A)

Since whenever x <£ M and j^O the first factor tends to 0, and the second factor is

bounded by esc (y/2), L(x, y) converges to zero for almost every (x, y). However,

if dk is any nonzero coefficient of M(x), then lkn = dk for every n so that although

the coefficients of L are bounded, they do not tend to 0 as the second index in-

creases. This shows that (2.26) cannot be improved.

Remark. We can deduce that c„->0 as |||«||| -^-co if we start with a different

mode of convergence. If T(x) = 2 cBe'",x converges on a set E of positive measure

with respect to every regular method of convergence, then liminn^» c„ = 0. Let & = 2

for simplicity. In particular, T converges with respect to rectangles with sides

parallel to the m and n axes and of eccentricity i= 3 and also with respect to rec-

tangles with sides parallel to the lines m = n and m = —n and of eccentricity 5=3.

By Mondrianing the former we get

= am,nei(mx + ny) + a. m,nei(" mx+ny) + am, _ nei(m* " ny) + a _ m> _ „ei( - ■»-•■» -*.0

if ^<|»?/n|<3. Mondrianing the latter yields Amin(x)^-0 whenever (m,ri) is

near an axis and, in particular, whenever |wj/«|^3 or \mjn\S\. Hence,

lim max<m,n}-oo ̂B,nW=0 for all x in E. By the Cantor-Lebesgue Theorem,

llm!ll(m,n)l|[-oo amin = 0.

It has recently been shown by R. Cooke [3] that the above result holds for series

in two variables and circular convergence on a set of full measure. Subsequently,

A. Zygmund [25] has reduced his hypothesis to circular convergence on a set of

positive measure. Neither result has been extended to k > 2, at this writing.

III. Relationships between modes of convergence and summability.

Theorem 3.1. //

(3.1) T(x) = 2 cmeim x

converges at each x of a set E, then T(x) is spherically Abel summable at almost

every x in E. In particular, if the complement of E is empty (or even countable), then

the conclusion holds everywhere on E.
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Proof. An application of Lemma 2.3 shows that it is sufficient to prove the follow-

ing lemma concerning numerical series.

Lemma 3.1. Ifi^m^o cm converges to s and has all partial sums bounded, then it is

spherically Abel summable to s; that is, 2mao cme~Mh = s(h) exists for every h>0

and limJl_0 s(h) = s.

This lemma is, in turn, a consequence of the following lemma of standard type.

Before we state the lemma we must develop some additional notation. Let

p e Ofc with l's in the iu i2, ■ ■ ■, ir places and O's in the remaining k — r places. Then

00 00 00

2 a«> = 2 2 ■ • ■ 2 öm
(p) m(1=0m(2 = 0       mir = 0

where m, is fixed if j^{iu i2,..., ir}. In particular, if /? = 0, 2<F) am = am. Further,

f CO CO CO CO

2fl™ = 2 • • • 2   2 ■ • • 2 a™
(P) m11 = 0      »i,-r»«i,« = «      ">(r = 0

where the prime indicates that one of the summations has been omitted. If p = 0,

set ^'mam = 0. Note that if p^Q and if all the w; with ..., ir} are fixed,

2(P) am denotes a single sum while 2<P) am denotes an infinite family of sums, one

for each choice of s and mis, s=l, 2,..., r, mls = 0, 1,2».... If p¥"0, we define

ApAm to be AfiAi2- • • AirAm where AiAm=ABl...B|_l^m|+l...Bk-AWl...mj_ltB4 + 1>mi+1...ra((

and A°Am = Am.

Lemma 3.2. Let 2mao c»" converge to s and have all partial sums bounded. Then

HcmXm{h) exists for all h>0 and limÄ^0 2 cm\m(h) = s provided the functions

Am(/z) satisfy

(3.2a) 2 \^n,(h)\ $ c
(p)

for each p e qfc, where c is independent of both h(h>0) and of the values of the m/s

corresponding to the indices not summed;

(3.2b) lim 2'|A"Am(/*)| = 0
(l-»0 (p)

for each fixed p e Q.k, fixed choice of omitted summation, and fixed set of m/s

corresponding to the indices not summed; and

(3.2c) A0(A) = 1.

Proof. The proof is a direct application of Abel's partial summation formula:

k  Nt + 1 Ntl     Nl2 Nir

(3.3) 2 2 «a = 2 2 2 ■ • • 2
1 = 1 ni = 0 pen* n(1 =0 nt2 = 0       nir = 0

Here sm = Zmiui0 au where mtl=nH,. ..,mir = ntr, mf = Nt+\ ifj $ {iu ir}.

We apply (3.3) with am = cm, Xm = Xm(h). We are given

(3.4) |*m| ^ B.
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Given any e>0 there is a number p such that

(3.5) \sm-s\ < e/(2-2V)  if HI = M

where c is the constant of (3.2a).

In (3.3) if we put a0= 1, am = 0 for /h#0, we obtain

[January

(3.6) 1 = A„(/0 = 2 1 •' • I A"Am(/0.
(P) "n=0      n,r = 0

This follows since (3.2c) holds and sm=l for every m. By virtue of (3.6) we may

assume 5=0 and replace (3.5) by

(3.7)

Now

\sm\ < £/(2-2V>  if H| ^ p..

Ni Nr

2 ••■ 2 ^APA"
"ii=° "1,=°

u-i r 00

= B 2  \I ■ ■ I \*Uh)\\+B 2     2 ••• 2 \*'Uh)\\
(3.g)                   "ii = 0 Ln,2 = 0 n,r = 0                  J         "l2 = ° L"li = 0      "(r = 0 J

<i - i r ?l
+ ■

u — l   r oo co

2   2 ••• 2 lA^)l
*(,-! L"n = 0       nir_!=0 J

1 00 CO

+22*7 2 2 ••• 2 lAPW|.
* * «- nfl =« n,2 = «      "I, = »

Each term in brackets may be chosen <el(2-2kiirB) if /; is chosen small enough

(say h<h0) by (3.2b). Applying (3.2a) to the last term in (3.8) yields

(3.9)
iVi

2
71,1=0      nir = 0
2 ■•• 2 ^A"A«

1   1     £ 1 1ill * 1 1 .
< 2 2'c/-+2 2'cr + "'+22fcr+22'c

We also observe that

e  1 1
(3.10)      \sNl + 1...Nk + 1XNl + 1. -Nk + i(h)\ < 2'2^'c < e'2k   lf a11 ̂  ~ M'

Combining (3.9) if p^O and (3.10) if p = 0 with Abel's partial summation formula,

we see that if e>0 is given, one may choose first li = li(e) sufficiently large and

then h0 = h0(Li, e) = h0(e) sufficiently small so that, whenever Nlt..., Nk^p and

0<h< h0(e),

k   Ni + 1

2 2 c-*»,(h)< e.

This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. Note that the proof shows that (3.2c)

could have been replaced by the slightly more general

(3.2c') lim \0(h) = 1.
h-»0
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To prove Lemma 3.1 it remains only to show that \m(h) = e~|m|" satisfies (3.2).

It is immediate that A0(/))=l so (3.2c) holds. To ease notation let

q = (i, l,..., i,o,q,...,o)

have its first r entries equal to 1 and its remaining k — r entries equal to 0. We must

show

(3-11) ! lA'V^«..*.«! * C
ni = 0      nr m 0

and, say, that

(3.12) 2 •■""if  \^K--^-,n,N,^--w{h)\^0 asÄ->0
ni = 0 nr_!=0

for each fixed choice of nr, NT + 1,..., and Nk.

Let/(*) = <?-1x1 so that/(Am) = AIB(Ä). Then

A, Am(A) = — (x1? m2Ä,..., wkA) dxu...,

and

(3.13) A°Am(A)=J^     ...J        (-j f(xu...,xT,mT+A...,mMdx)Q.

An easy induction shows that

(3.14) <8ldx)Qf(x) £ CO + M-fr-")*-1*1.

Hence, the left-hand side of (3.11) may be majorized by

(3.15) C P • • f V + I*l~<,~1>~|x|(<&)°,
Jo Jo

where x=(xlt..., xr, (Nr+1 + l)h,..., (Nk + l)h).

Let p*==xf4-V.+x» c2 = ((Ar + 1 + l)A)2-r-...-r-((Afc-rl)A)2 and transform

(3.15) to polar coordinates. Since the integration depends only on p, the r—1

angular integrations may be carried out separately so that (3.15) becomes

f001 +(D2 + c2)'(r'1)l2 f00

(3J6) 4        f  < Dl        < »•

The proof of (3.12) is similar for we must now show that

(3-17)   Jo • • -Jo y /<xl5..., xn (Nr + 1 + l)h,..., (Nk+l)h)(dxr

which majorizes the left-hand side of (3.12) tends to 0 with h.
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Given e>0, choose h so small that (nr + 1 + l)h<e and c2 = ((Nr + 1 + \)h)2 + ■ ■ •

+ ((Nk + \)h)2< h Then the integral corresponding to (3.16) is majorized by

/•eo       /•« /•« 1 + (" r,2i n-(r-l>/2

(3.18) C    ••• +JJ-(rfr)«
Jo      Jo Jo e

where p2 = x\ + ■ • ■ + x2. Transforming to polar coordinates shows the integrand

to be integrable over [0, oo)r. A simple argument involving the definition of im-

proper integrals then shows that (3.18) tends to 0 with e and hence h. This proves

Theorem 3.1.

Remarks. Theorem 3.1 shows spherical Abel summability to be quite powerful.

The theorem is somewhat surprising since different methods of convergence are

quite incompatible. We consider now some examples which illustrate this incom-

patibility. All of our examples will be two dimensional.

Example 3.1. There is a series which is square convergent at almost every point

but which fails to converge restrictedly rectangularly at any point.

Consider the series

(3.19) a(x,y) = 2 3/exp (*72x) sin21 j>exp (/(/2-2/).y) =    2    am.nel(mx + ny).
1 = 2 m,n = — oo

Whenever |sin y \ < 1, which is to say at almost every point (x, y), the series con-

verges absolutely. From the expansion

(3.20) sin2ly = (2i)~21 § m«""0-*

it follows that the partial sums of a(x, y) coincide with the square partial sums of

a(x, y) thought of as a double series so that a(x, y) is square convergent almost

everywhere.

Let e be any number greater than one. We will show that a(x, y) is not restrictedly

rectangularly convergent with eccentricity e. The ratios of the coordinates of

(l2 + y, I2 —21+8) where y and S may be 0 or — 1 tend to one as / tends to infinity.

In particular, these ratios become less than e if / is sufficiently large. If a(x, y)

converges with eccentricity e at some point (x0, y0), Mondrianing (see (2.27)) shows

that

(3.21) Mi2.i2-2i(^o,>'o)| = |a,V-2!exp(z72Xo + (/2-2/)y0)| = |ai2,i2-2il

tends to zero as / tends to infinity. But from (3.19) and (3.20) (see also (2.22))

(3.22) 3/(2/)-2'(2/) > P

which does not tend to zero.

Another interesting example due to C. Fefferman [6] asserts that there exists a

continuous function of two variables which has a Fourier series which does not

converge almost everywhere for restricted rectangular sums. This example also
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separates square and restricted rectangular convergence, since Fefferman [7],

P. Sjolin [19], and N. Tevzadze [20] have shown that the Fourier series of a function

in L2 converges almost everywhere for square sums. One should note that a(x, y)

is not a Fourier series since by (3.22) the am-n do not tend to zero.

Example 3.2. There is a series which is restrictedly rectangularly convergent

at almost every point but which is triangularly divergent everywhere.

Consider the series
oo oo

(3.23) b(x, j) = ^ 2! exp (i4'x) sin21 y =    2   bm,nemx + ™\
l = 1 m,n = - I

For each fixed /, the series contributes terms with indices

(3.24) (4!, -2!),   (4!, -2! + 2),   (4!, -2! + 4), (4!, 2').

In the lattice plane (see Figure 2) all of these points are contained within the set

H={(m, ri) I \m\ ä«2}. Let an eccentricity e> 1 be specified. Since if / is sufficiently

large all of the points of (3.24) lie outside of the region R = {{m, n) | e"1 g \mjn\ ^e}

(precisely, when 4,/e>(4')1/2), it follows that the restrictedly rectangular partial

sums of eccentricity bounded by e eventually coincide with the ordinary partial

sums of b(x, y). These, in turn, converge almost everywhere for if |sinv|<l,

b(x, y) is majorized by
oo oo

2 2i|sin_y|2' < 2 «|sin      < co
;=i n=i

and hence converges absolutely. Hence, b(x, y) converges restrictedly rectangularly

almost everywhere.

However, if we let t(R) denote the triangular partial sum given by

(3.25) t(R) =     2     bm,nexp(i(mx0 + ny0))

where (x0, y0) is any fixed point, then if b converges triangularly at (x0, y0), in

particular

(3.26) t(R+l)-t(R)^0

as R-^oo. But t(4l— 1) is equal to the (4'—l)th partial sum of b(x0, y0) (since

4i~1+2I~1 <4'—1, /=1,2, 3,...—see Figure 2) whereas t(4l) contains the same

terms together with Z>4't0 exp (i4'x) so that (see (2.22))

2"2
(3.27) f(4')-r(4'-l) bi'.o

2l2- > 3

which contradicts (3.26).

Example 3.3. There is a series which is restrictedly rectangularly convergent at

almost every point but which is circularly divergent everywhere.

The same example b(x, y) mentioned above (see (3.23)) also is circularly diver-

gent. The proof is similar to that of triangular divergence given in Example 3.2.

Fix (x0, y0) and let

(3.28) S(R)=     2     bm,nexp(i(mx0 + ny0)).
|m| + |n|£S



Figure 2

As above, to see that limB_to S(R) does not exist it suffices to show that

(3.29) S(421) - S(421 -1) = bti0 exp (i4lx).

Here, we wish to point out that Example 2.1 is even stronger than Example 3.3

since the theorems of R. Cooke [3] and A. Zygmund [25] show (2.33) can converge

circularly only in a set of zero measure since its coefficients do not tend to zero.

Example 2.1 is a stronger example since it not only converges restrictedly but also

converges unrestrictedly almost everywhere. The advantage of Example 3.3 is that

it is easy to see that it is circularly divergent everywhere while the set of circular

divergence of Example 2.1 is not known to us.

Example 3.4. In Example 3.2, one saw that the square partial sums of b(x, y)

converge almost everywhere and that the coefficients of b(x, y) do not tend to zero.

By rotating the torus with the change of variables x = x'+y' and y = x'—y' we

obtain a series c(x', y') which is triangularly convergent almost everywhere.

However, since the coefficients do not tend to zero, c(x',y') does not converge

circularly in a set of positive measure by the Cooke-Zygmund result. Furthermore,

the reasoning used in Example 3.2 shows that c(x', /) is nowhere convergent for

square partial sums.
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Example 3.5. There is a series which is convergent at almost every point but

which is triangularly divergent almost everywhere.

To see this we shall define a series L(x, y) = M(x)8(y) of the type considered in

Example 2.1. As before, 8(y) = 1 +2 2n = i cos ny. We choose A/(x) = 2n = i bn sin nx

to be the Fourier-Stieltjes series of a Lebesgue function F(x). The function F(x)

is defined by F(x) = limp_00 Fp(x) for — tt^x^tt where the continuous function

Fv(x) satisfies Fp(0) = 0, Fp(it) = 7t/2; Fp increases linearly by 2~p(tt/2) on each of the

2P intervals of length (2/5)p with left-hand endpoint a0 + a,(f)H-r-a^y-1

where each cc; is 0 or (f)w; Fp(x) is constant elsewhere on [0, n]; and Fp is extended

to [—if, 0] by Fp(x) = Fp( — x). A calculation similar to the one in [23, Vol. I, p. 195]

shows that bn = 0 if n is even and

K - (- ly-1"8 ft {foMirl
k = 0

if n is odd so that in any case \bn\ ̂  |y(-rd«)| where y(«) = n™=o cos (^«(f)*), so that

bn^0 [23, Vol. II, pp. 147-148, and Theorem 11.16 on p. 151]. It follows that

M(x) converges to zero almost everywhere but not everywhere [23, Vol. I, pp.

347-348, especially the sufficiency part of Theorem 6.8 and the statement of

Theorem 6.11]. The conjugate series A?(x) = — 2n°=i bn cos nx converges almost

everywhere [23, Vol. II, p. 216, Theorem 4.1] and for every y, \{x | A?(x) = y}| =0.

This is so for otherwise the function «(z) = u(reix) = 2^= i bn(re'x)n which is analytic

on |z| < 1 (since bn -> 0) would have a constant nontangential limit on a subset of

|z| = l of positive linear measure [23, Vol. I, p. 100, Theorem 7.6; p. 105, §8, first

two sentences; and p. 253, Theorem 1.6] which would force all bn to be zero [23,

Vol. II, p. 203, Theorem 1.9] which is impossible since M(x) does not converge to

zero everywhere.

By the argument used in Example 2.1 it follows that L(x, y) is convergent almost

everywhere. To show that L(x, y) is triangularly divergent almost everywhere, it

suffices to show that

&N(x,y) = a*, JO-'*-!<>,>') =     2     L.neiimx + ny)
\m\+\n\=N

does not tend to zero at almost every (x, y) e T2. Using several elementary

trigonometric identities we find that

N-l

Aat(x, y)= 2 bm sin mx{2 cos (A— m)y) + bN sin Nx
m = l

N-l

= 2 2 bm sin wx(cos Ay cos my + sin Ay sin my) + o(l)
m = l

N-l

= cos Ay 2 bm{sin m(x—y) +sin m(x+y)}
m = 1

N-l

+ sinAy 2 bm{cos m'x—y) — cos m(x+y)} + o(\).
m = l
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For almost every (x, y) e T2, M(x—y) = M(x+y) = 0 and M(x—y) and M(x + y)

exist. For such an (x, y), we have

&N(x,y) = o(l) + sin Ny{M(x+y)-M(x-y) + o(\)} + o(l)

= sin Ny{M{x+y)-M{x-y)} + o(\).

Since M is not constant on any set of positive measure, the quantity in braces is

not zero almost everywhere. Since for almost every y, sin Ny does not tend to zero

[23, Vol. I, p. 142, Corollary to Theorem 4.27], neither does &N(x, y) as was to be

shown.

This example is stronger than Example 3.2, but is somewhat less constructive

since here the sets of convergence and divergence are not specified.

Remarks and problems. It should be mentioned explicitly that the above

examples show most common regular methods are pairwise inequivalent, even on

an almost everywhere basis. For example, b(x, y) is almost everywhere square

convergent but is nowhere circularly convergent.

We do not know of examples of series which are circularly convergent but not

square (or, equivalently, triangularly) convergent on a set of positive measure.

The situation may be summarized by the following diagram in which A -|f> B

means that there is a trigonometric series convergent almost everywhere with

respect to method A but convergent on no set of positive measure with respect to

method B, while C -* D means that convergence with respect to method C on a

set forces convergence with respect to method D almost everywhere on that set.

Figure 3
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Despite the basic incompatibility between various methods of convergence,

if one sticks to a given method, consistency theorems of the form "convergence

implies summability" are often true. For example, if the numerical series

00 CO

(3-30) 2 2 %
( = 0 J=0

is square convergent to s, then the (C, 1) means

1 71
(3-31) crn,n = —r 2 *«»

where jm>n = 2f=o 2?=o also converge to s. Similar theorems hold for spherical

and triangular partial sums for here also the situation is essentially one-dimensional.

However, one sometimes needs the additional assumption of boundedness of the

partial sums for consistency. For example, the numerical series 2 bi, where b0j = 1,

j=\, 2,..., btt = — 1, i=l, 2,..., bt}=0 otherwise is square convergent to 0 since

all 5n,n = 0 but has (C, 1, 1) means

n _J_      ̂  ^     _ n(n + 2)
{ J' °n-n ~ (n+\y 4,4Sii" 6(«+1)

and so is not (C, 1, 1) square summable. This is the motivation behind saying that a

series converges in the sense of Pringsheim if it is unrestrictedly rectangularly

convergent and has bounded partial sums. A typical consistency theorem is

Lemma 3.3. If the numerical series (3.30) converges in the sense of Pringsheim

to s, then it is summable (C, 1, 1) to s, that is,

(3.33)       lim 7— =     lim -.———p- 2 2 su = s-
min^Wcotw+lXn+l)       min{m.7,>-oo(w+l)(«+l) jtojto

Proof. Given £> 0 pickso large that — s \ < e/3 if / andy are ^/x. Then pick

n and m so large that LiBj{m+\)<cß and jiBj{n+\)<eß where P=sup4>y |%—s\

is finite by hypothesis. Then

(w+l)(n+l)
— j

1 m n

(W + l)(n+l) 2,%0{Sii~s)

- (m+\)(n+i) 20 2/+(w+1)(M+1) 2o 2o 5+(w+i)(„+i)(2 2h 3
£      e e

<3 + 3 + 3=e-

From Lemmas 2.3 and 3.3 we deduce

Theorem 3.2. If a trigonometric series converges on a set E of positive measure,

then the series is (C, 1, 1) summable at almost every point of E.
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Theorem 3.2 differs from the already known Lemma 3.3 only in that the hypoth-

esis of boundedness of the partial sums has been removed. There are many similar

classical theorems in which the hypothesis of bounded partial sums may be dropped.

It would be repetitious to list any more of them.

IV. Uniqueness of multiple trigonometric series. The problem of uniqueness for

spherical summability has been discussed by Victor Shapiro in [16], where he

proved

Theorem 4.1 (Shapiro). Given the multiple trigonometric series

(4.1) ^ameim-x

where the am are arbitrary complex numbers. Let q be a point on Tk. Suppose that

(4.2a) Le-KimisR \am\=o(R) as R->co,

(4.2b) f*(x) and/*(*) are finite for x in Tk — {q},

(4.2c) /* is in L1 on Tk,

(4.2d) /* is in L1 on Tk,

where f*(x) is the lower Abel sum of the series (4.1) given by

andf*(x), the upper Abel sum, is analogously defined. Then the series (4.1) is the

Fourier series of f*(x).

A partial uniqueness theorem for triangular partial sums has been obtained

by George Cross [4]. M. H. Nasibov [12] has proved uniqueness theorems for

unrestricted and restricted convergence, but his hypotheses are rather strong.

All of these theorems assume something about the rate of growth of the coefficients.

The following theorem avoids this problem, but we have been able to prove it

only in two dimensions.

Theorem 4.2. Let the trigonometric series

be convergent everywhere on T2 to the finite-valued Lebesgue integrable function

f(x, y). Then (4.3) is the Fourier series off.

Recall that convergent means unrestrictedly rectangularly convergent. Let

f0(x, y)be defined by

f*(x) = lim inf 2 ,im-x - I m I h

(4.3)
,i(,mx + ny)

fo(x, y) =    lim inf    2 a™e'
min{|m|,ln|}-» oo

,i(.mx + ny)

and f°(x, y) be defined analogously. Let q = (quq2) be any point of T2. Then a

somewhat more general version of Theorem 4.2 is
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Theorem 4.2'. Suppose that

(4.4a)y) andf0{x,y) are finite for (x,y) in T2-{q},

(4.4b) f° is in L1 on T2,

(4.4c) f0 is in L1 on T2.

Then the series (4.3) is the Fourier series of f0.

Corollary 4.1. Suppose that the trigonometric series (4.3) converges to zero on

T2. Then the series is identically zero, that is, all the coefficients are zero.

The corollary is obviously Theorem 4.2 in the special case when f(x, y) = 0.

We proceed now to the proof of Theorem 4.2. The proof is an application of

Shapiro's theorem. From Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 3.1 it is clear that conditions

(4.2b, c, and d) are satisfied. To see that condition (4.2a) holds, by virtue of Theorem

2.2, we need only prove

Lemma 4.1. If

(4.5) |flm>„| g C

and

(4.6) lim    öm>n = 0,
Km,n)ll-> =o

then

2       K,„| = o(R)   as R > co.
Ä-l<|(m,ji)|SB

Proof. This is geometrically evident. For we write

(4.7) 2        K.n\ =        2        K.n\+       2 \am<n\=A+B.
R-l<\(m,n)\SR fi-l<|(m,n)|SH R -1 < I (m.n) | SB

ll(m,n)lläM ll(m,n)!l</i

If /X is chosen sufficiently large each term of A will be arbitrarily small by (4.6).

Since there are (asymptotically) only 2rrR terms altogether (see Rademacher

[13, p. 100]), it follows that A is o(R) as R -> co. Once li is fixed, B is seen to have

o(R) terms as R increases so that, by (4.5), B also is o(R) as R -> co. This finishes

Lemma 4.1 and, hence, Theorem 4.2. The proof of Theorem 4.2' uses the full

strength of Shapiro's theorem and is similar to the proof just given. Instead of

Lemma 3.1, one uses the fact that

(4.8) Mx) </>(*) jS/%r) < f°(x).

This last fact follows from Lemma 2.3, the fact that Xm{h) = e']m]h satisfies the

hypotheses of Lemma 3.2, and an argument very close to the one which proves

Lemma 3.2.

If the dimension of the space is at least three, then we can prove only the follow-

ing partial result.

Theorem 4.3. If, for every x in a set of positive measure,

(4.9) 2 a"e""x = 0«
»20

then all a„ are zero.
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In order to prove this theorem we first need to establish the consistency of non-

tangential Abel summability.

Let z=(zi, z2, • • •> zk), Z° = (z°,..., zg) where each zj is a complex number of

modulus less than one and z° is a point of Tk, so that z° = exp (ix,) for each j. We

say that z tends nontangentially to z° if each z, tends nontangentially to z°. In

other words there is a constant M so that

(4.10) \zf—zf\K\ — \z/\) § M, j=l,...,k.

Note that A/ is necessarily bigger than or equal to one.

If </>(z) = 2nao a„z" converges whenever all |z;| < 1 (here z" = z\>-z\*- ■ -zk*) and if

<j>(z) tends to 5 as z tends nontangentially to z°, then we say that the series 2 on(z°)"

= 2 a„e'" x is summable A* to 5.

Lemma 4.2. If

2=2 aBein'x = s   unrestricted rectangularly,

2   anein x   g 5 /or a// N,

?Aen 2 /'s summable A* to s.

Proof. An application of Abel's summation by parts formula (3.3) shows that it

is sufficient to prove that

(4.11) 2 lA!V)l == Mk

for each p e Q", where M is given by (4.10);

(4.12) limit    2'\Ap(wm)\ = 0
2-+Z0 nontang (p)

for each fixed p e Qk, fixed choice of omitted summation, and fixed set of m/s

corresponding to the indices not summed; and

(4.13) w0 = 1,

where w = (z1(z0)-1,..., Zjizg)"1).

Refer to Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 for the notation. The sufficiency of conditions

(4.11)-(4.13) is so similar to the proof of Lemma 3.2 that we omit it. Condition

(4.13) holds by definition. To ease notation let ß = (l,..., 1, 0,..., 0) have its

first r entries equal to 1 and its remaining k — r entries equal to 0. We must show

oo oo

(4.14) 2 ••• 2 \AQ{wyni--n>-N>^""'I S Mk
ni = 0      nr = 0

and, say, that

(4.i5) 2 ••■ 2 lA°«
7ii = 0 nr_i=0
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as w -> 1 nontangentially for each fixed choice of nr, Nr + 1,..., and Nk. (Note that

|l-w,|/(l-|w,|)=|zy-zJ.|/(l-|z,|).)

Now

|a°(w)(ni.V| = |(w?i-wji + 1)-• •«r-wrn' + 1)wrw;+11-• -w>M

= |vfi|ni- • -IvVftl^ll-Wil 11 — w21 • • -|l-wr|
r

t = l

so that the left-hand side of (4.14) is dominated by

n (ii-w/i i Kh) -ndi-w,i/(i-N)) ^ mr s a/"
j = l  \ n,= 0 I        j = l

while the left-hand side of (4.15) is dominated by

ii-H^jficji-^i/ci-H)) = ii-^im"-1

which tends to zero as w —>■ 1, completing the proof of Lemma 4.2.

Assume now that (4.9) holds on a set E of positive measure. By Lemma 2.3

there is a set F<^E of full measure on which the partial sums are bounded. The

function

lläO

is absolutely convergent in {z : Iz-J < 1,..., |zfc| < 1} since the coefficients are

bounded by Theorem 2.2. Furthermore, by Lemma 4.2, <f>(z) has nontangential

limit 0 at each point of F, and |F| >0. These two facts are exactly the hypotheses of

a theorem of Calderön whose conclusion is that a„ = 0 for every n [23, Vol. II,

p. 321, Theorem 4.24].

Remarks. It is an open question whether or not a uniqueness theorem holds for

general series in dimensions greater than two. In dimension three Shapiro's

theorem cannot be used because the analogue of Lemma 4.1 does not go through.

In fact, one may easily find numbers almn such that almn —> 0 as ||(/, m, n)\\ —> co but

2        \almn\ * O(R),
fl-l<|(i,m,n)|gB

for example, almn = (l2 + m2 + n2)~111. Theorem 4.3 has little bearing on the question

of uniqueness for general trigonometric series. For example, if k=\, the series

2 n sin nx is summable A* to zero at all points except x = Q (and, hence, a

fortiori on a set of positive measure). This helps to illustrate the fact that the

question of uniqueness is much more delicate for general trigonometric series than

for trigonometric series of power series type.

A different approach to the question of uniqueness may be made by considering

the 2kth integral. For simplicity let k = 2 and a0_n = am_0 = 0. Assume that for every

(x,y) in T2
CO CO

(4.16) 2     2   am,ne^x+^ = 0
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unrestrictedly rectangularly. Form the continuous function

[January

00 CO

„i(mx + ny)

(4.17) F(x,y) =   2     2 m*n*

We have the following consistency theorem.

Theorem 4.4. (See Zak [22].) If we assume (4.16) and set

A(2'2)F(x, y; h, k) = F(x + h, y + k)-2F(x + h, y) + F(x + h, y-k)

(4.18) -2F(x, y + k) + 4F(x, y)-2F(x, y-k)

+ F(x-h, y + k)-2F(x-h, y) + F(x-h, y-k)

then for all (x, y) in T2

(4.19) D™F(x, y) = .Hm Ä<2'2>^; K k) = 0   (h, k^O)
h,k--0

where the limit is taken as h and k tend to zero jointly but with unrestricted ratio.

Proof. Using Abel's partial summation formula (3.3) and observing that

\sm,n{x, y) \ S B(x, y) (Lemma 2.3) we compute

(4.20)

where

Ai2-2>F(x,y;h, k)

h2k2

v     v umx + nvJ5'™ mh\2/sin nk\'<-.2. Jj^'(mx "It) It)
m=-co  n = - oo

00 CO

=      22     Sm.n(x, y)K.n(h, k)
m = — co  n = — co

^   n «     I7sin mhY   /sin (m + 1)M 21 r/sin nk\2   /sin (n+ 1)£\21
(4.21) xm,n(h,k) = ) -(-^ryf) J-lhsr) -(l^+IW5) J'

Decompose (4.20) into four terms.

CO CO u u

fA^   2   2 2   2 + 2  2 + 2  2 + 2 2^4,ZzJ   m=-co  n = - co m = - ß n = - ß     m = -ß  \n\> ß     \m\> u n = - ß     \m\> ß \n\> ß

A       +       B      +      C      + D.

If y. is large, sm_n is small for m and n>y so D is small since

(«3) s s iv*.w*r r (^r)"(^)" <**<*■
m=-°07l=-C0 J - CO   J - Oi        \      W     /        \      U /

For the remaining terms note that |sm,„(x, y)| S P(x, y) by Lemma 2.3. Then .4

can be made small by choosing h and k small since, for each m and «,

(4.24)
Jl,f£-»0

Hm    2 K.n(/*,£)|

lim Am>„(/;, k) = 0.

Similarly, if h and k are small B is small since for each m

(4.25)
fi,k-»0 n= - oo

Ihn f°° I /sin_i7\2' dv I sin mh\2 /sin (m+1)M2
himoJ-co|\ v )      V     { mh )    \ (m+\)h J

= 0
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while a symmetrical argument shows C small.

Hence, (4.22) tends to zero with h and k, which proves Theorem 4.4 (see Robison

[15, p. 67]).
By virtue of Theorem 4.4, one would have a different proof of Theorem 4.2

which would probably generalize to higher dimensions if one could prove

Conjecture 1. Let F be continuous on T2. If

(4.26) n<2,2)f = o   for all (jC; y} in

then there are functions a(y), b(y), c(x), and d(x) such that

(4.27) F(x, y) = ax + b + cy + d.

Comments. This would generalize Theorem 10.7 on p. 23 of [23, Vol. I]. Without

loss of generality we may add the hypothesis that

(4.28) F = 0   on the boundary of [—w, tt] x [-tt, tt]

and then attempt to deduce that F is identically zero on T2 since F(x, y) may be

replaced by

G(x,y) = F(x,y)-^ [F(x,tt)-F(x, -tt)]

(4.29)

+ 7^2 IF(F> -tt) + F(-tt, tt)-F(tt, ir)—F(—rr, —tt)]
*fTT

+ -L [F(tt,  - TT) + F( - tt,   - TT) ~ F(tt, Tt)-F(~ TT, TT^y

\ [F(x,tt) + F(x, +      [F(-tt,tt) + F(-tt,-tt)-F(tt,tt)-F(tt, -tt)]

— [F(ir, ir)+F(-tr, tt) + F(tt, -tt) + F(-tt, -tt)]

-li [F(tt,y)-F(-TT,y)][x-{\ [F(-tt, y) +F(tt, y)]

where G(x, y) differs from F(x, y) by a function of the form (4.27) and G(tt, y)

= G(-tt, y) = G(x, tt) = G(x, —tt) = 0 as may be verified directly. We now observe

Lemma 4.3. Let F(x, y) be continuous on T2. If

(4.30) F(x, y) = 0   on the boundary of [ — tt, tt] x [ — tt, tt]

and

(4.31) Ai2^F(x, y; h, k) = 0,

then F(x,y)=0.

Proof. Setting x=y = 0, h=k = ir and applying (4.18), it follows from (4.30)

and (4.31) that P(0, 0) = 0. Setting (x, y; h, k) = (0, tt\2; tt, tt/2) and reasoning

similarly shows that P(0; tt/2) = 0. From considering (x, y; h, k) = ( — Tr\2, 0; tt/2, tt)
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we get F( — tt 12, 0) = 0. Proceeding inductively shows that F is zero on the countable

dense set

{<«.*(<>. iX-i-o). (».-!)• &0)i

(ri)'(-?!)• (-f-!)•(!• 4'(°'ir->
(For example, setting (x, y; h, k) = (0, tt/4; tt, 77/8) and using F(0, 0) = F(0,77/2) = 0,

we find that F(0, tt/4) = 0.) It then follows by continuity that Fis identically zero.

Because of Lemma 4.3, in order to prove Conjecture 1 it would suffice to prove the

following mean value type statement.

Conjecture 2. If Fis continuous on T2 and Di2-2F=0 on T2, then

A<2'2>F(x,y;A, k) = 0.

Conjectures 1 and 2 and Lemma 4.3 were stated in [8, esp. pp. 95-108], but

without sufficient proof.

Another approach to the question of uniqueness which yields only partial results

may be made as follows. For simplicity we let k = 2, a0,o = 0 and consider the

trigonometric series

OD CO

(4.32) t = 2 a„eln x =22 am<nei{mx*ny\
m = - 00  ix — — co

Define (see Shapiro, [17])

(4.33) f<» = (-2 |p -2 «**"x        = tfD-

Then f(1) is a formal integral of t in the sense that

(4.34) grad     = dt^jSx+dt^jdy = t

where the partial derivatives are computed termwise and the last equality is formal.

Repeat the process forming t(2) = (ta))a),

(4 35) = /-2^-W/|«|4 -2aneinxmnl\n\*\(ti?t®\

' \-^anein-xmnl\n\l    - Z ^        V     W ffi>/

We find that ti2) is a formal second integral of t in the sense that

(4.36) grad o grad ,<2> = g fff + 2 ̂  /{22' + ̂  fff = (.

We may iterate the process. We obtain, again formally,

grad o grad o grad tm

(4.37) 33 g3 03 g3

~ 8x3 + 3 8x2 8y (112 + 1 8x t122+ t222 - t
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where, for example,

r(3)   _ v(3)   _ ,<3)   _ V „ rinx(<mZn\ _

'112 — »121 — '211 — \|n|6/

Higher order formal integrals are easily constructed.

If we now replace partial differentiation by symmetric partial differentiation so

that, for example, dt^/Bx is approximated by

t?\x+h, y)-tr-\x-h,y)
2h

and d3t[312ldx2 8y is approximated by

IllVx + 2h,y + h)-AWx + 2h,y-h) + /jjk* -2h,y + h)- A12I.X — 2h,y—h) — 2tj?2(x, y + h) + 2tl¥n(.x, y-h)

then the left-hand sides of (4.34), (4.36), and (4.37) are approximated respectively by

,. ,„xlmh sin mh + nh sin nh\

(4"38) 2 ^ ■ (     (mhfHnhf r

(a %a\ V „ rm x(mh sin mh + nh sin nh\2

2  "     I     (mh)2 + (nh)2     } '

and

... ^-     ,.„ Jmh sin mh + nh sin nh\3
(4"40) ^a"e   [     (mh)2 + (nh)2 I'

For the symmetric approximation to the pth derivative of the pth formal integral

we of course obtain

<n Jmh sin mh + nh sin nh\p

(4-41) 2        {mhYHnhf   ) •

This motivates the following consistency theorem. (See also Lemma 4.2 and

Theorem 4.4.)

Theorem 4.5. Suppose 2m,7i = o a„einx = s and has bounded partial sums. Then if

p>2,

,. ..       ^      ,„ Jmh sin mh + nh sin nh\p
(4.42) hm    >   a„einx\- 2        2- = s.

h^o+ mfco        \     (mh)2 + (nh)2 )

(Interpret (0 sin 0 + 0 sin 0)/02 to be L)

Proof. We apply Lemma 3.2 to

ia ai\ \   n\ (mh sin mh + nh sin nh\p     . . ,
(4.43) A.,,0) = (     {mhf + {nhf     ) -f%mh,nh)

where f(u, v) = (u sin u + v sin v)l(u2 + v2). Making use of inequalities of the type

Imh
(4.44) |Am,n(//) - Am + 1,n(//)| ^ f

j m

du,
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conditions (3.2a) are reduced to

[January

(4.45)

(4.46)

(4.47)

and

(4.48)

)

Jo

8u 8v

I 8

f\u, v)

3u
P(u, v)

du dv ^ C,

du ^ C,

do S C

\P(u, v)\ fk C.

To prove (4.45) change to polar coordinates and write

(4.49)

Now

(4.50)

where

(4.51)

and

(4.52)

nCC) 8u 8v
f"(u, v) du dv

-co r*n!2

■rdrdd+\        ■ ■ r dr d9 = A + B.
nJl/2 /»oo r*ni

■■■rdrdd+\
) Ji Jo

3u8vJ      PKP    ,J      8u8v PJ
%

8u 8v

8f _ r2(sin u + u cos u) — 2u(u sin u + v sin v)

82f _ Suv(u sin u + v sin v) — 2r2 [v sin u + u sin v + uv(cos u + cos v)]

du 8v

To estimate A replace sin u by u+0(r3), sinv by v+0(r3), cos u and cost; by

\ + 0(r3) to obtain that the numerators of (4.51) and (4.52) are 0(r4) and 0(r6)

respectively as r tends to zero. We handle 3f\3v symmetrically and observe that

(4.53) l/l = I-

These estimates show that the integrand in A is 0(r) = 0(\) as so that the

integral is finite. To estimate B, use (4.51) and (4.52) to show that 8fjdu = 0(\jr),

8fl8v=0(\lr) and 82f\3u 3v = 0(\\r2) at infinity. Since/= 0(l/r) at infinity and the

Jacobian is r, it follows that the integrand is 0(l/r1 + (p~2)) at infinity and hence that

B is finite since p > 2.

We now consider (4.46). Using 8pj8u=pp-18fj8u and (4.53) we have

f* 00

(4.54) Jo 8uP du ^ p f,3u
du+p

f* 00 I

I k 3«
du = p(A(v) + B(v)).
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Again making third order estimates for sine and cosine we deduce from (4.51) that

(4.55) du

' 2u3 + 2u(ui + vi) <

(u2 + v2)2     = (u2 + v2)2
+ 2u = 4w

so that A(v)fk2 for all values of v. Now let 1. Since r = (u2 + v2)112^u= 1 and

r^i;, it follows from (4.43) and (4.51) that

(4.56)

and

(4.57)

so that p > 2 implies

(4.58)

St
bu

r2{\+u) + 2u{u + v) < 6 < 6

*0>) = f°° 12 12

p-\
< 12.

The validity of (4.46) with C=\4p follows. The proof of (4.47) is symmetrical with

the one just given. Also (4.48) is immediately clear from (4.53).

We must next verify conditions (3.2b) which in this case follow from

(4.59)

(4.60)

(4.61)

(4.62)

n
(*(m+l)h /•«

Jmh Jo

r*(m+l)h  c co

a2

dx By

32

P

Pdx dy

K,n{h)-K + l,n(h)\

Am,n(/l)-Am,n + i(//)|

du dv->0   as h

du dv -> 0   as h

+ 0 for each n,

+ 0 for each m,

0 as A -> 0 for all m and n,

0   as A -> 0 for all m and n.

For « fixed and e > 0 given, we can choose /) small enough so that the integral in

(4.59) is less than or equal to

d2

Jo Jo dx dyP du dv.

Using a simple argument involving the definition of improper integrals and the

finiteness of (4.45), we see that (4.59) tends to zero with e and hence h.

The proof of (4.60) is symmetrical with that of (4.59). The verifications of (4.61)

and (4.62) are routine. Finally, condition (3.2c) holds by the parenthetical remark

following the statement of Theorem 4.5. This shows that the hypotheses of Lemma

3.2 are satisfied and completes the proof of Theorem 4.5. Observe that p>2 was

necessary for the proof of (4.45) so that an approach to the theory of uniqueness via

Theorem 4.5 would probably require at least three integrations. Actually, to avoid

complications arising from terms with negative indices it might be better to use an

even number of (hence at least four) integrations.
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V. On the almost everywhere summability of double Fourier series. Let

Kn(t) be the ath Fejer means of the series ^ + cos r + cos 2t + ■ ■ ■. We have

DM = KS(t) = i+cos t+ ■ ■ ■ +cos nt = S^|±|'

and, in general,

ISTO - i where ̂ - [m+J) = +

Consider the Fourier series S[f] of a real-valued function f(x, y) which is

Lebesgue integrable over T2. We say that S[f] is (C, a, ß) summable to/at (x, y) if

lim o«;i(f)(x,y)
min {m,n}-* co

=     lim      1 f   f /(x- s, y- r)Ä-«(j)^*(0 * A = f(x, y).
min {m,n}-» oo  tt J-jiJ-jt

In particular, St/] is (C, a, 0) summable to/at (x, y) if

lim <°(/)(x,y)
min {m,7i}-* oo

(5 2) % a
=     lim f  f* /(x-s, y- /)A-«(j)Db(/) ds dt = /(x, y).

min {m,n}-* oo  77   J-n J-ji

In [24], A. Zygmund showed that if/eLP(F2), /?>1, and if «>0, ß>0, then

S[/] is (C, a, jS) summable to f(x, y) almost everywhere.

In [11], B. Jessen, J. Marcinkiewicz, and A. Zygmund generalized the result by

weakening the hypothesis that /eLp(T2) to/e (L log+ L)(T2), while still drawing

the same conclusion.

A recent example of C. Fefferman [6] shows that the results of R. A. Hunt [9]

and L. Carleson [1] concerning convergence of Fourier series of functions of one

variable do not extend to unrestricted or even to restricted rectangular convergence

for multiple Fourier series. (Fefferman [7], P. Sjolin [19], and N. Tevzadze [20]

independently also proved that functions in Lp(Tk) (p>\) have convergent Fourier

series for square partial sums.) In other words, there exists a continuous/£ L2(T2)

for which S[f] is not summable (C, 0, 0) to / almost everywhere.

However, we can give the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1. If, for almost every x in T1, f(x,y)eL(\og+ L)2{T1(y)) and if

g(x) = jTi |/(x,y)|(log+ \f(x, y)\)2 dy e L<T\x)), then, for every positive a, f is

summable (C, a, 0) almost everywhere. In particular, if f eLP(T2), p>\, the con-

clusion holds.

Theorem 5.2. Let a>0. Under the hypotheses of the first part of Theorem 5.1 we

have

(5.3)     f  f \ol-°(x,y)\dxdySAar  f |/|(log+ \f\)2 dx dy + Aa;
J — 71 J-71 J — 71 J — 71
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and iffeU(T2), p>\, then

(5.4) f* f \<%\x,y)\'dxdy^Ctt,A"  f \f(x,y)\"dxdy
J-nJ-ji J — n J-jt

where

(5.5) <4'°(*,v)=  Um sup K°n(x,y)|.
min {m,n}-* go

We begin by proving Theorem 5.2. We will only prove (5.3) since the proof

of (5.4) is similar. Without loss of generality let 0<a<l. Since |Af£(x)| satisfies

the conditions

(5.6) 1 § - f* \K$tx)\ dx = CJa) S Ca  for all m,
* J-*

(5.7) max   |A^(x)|->0   as n -» oo for each 8,

and

(5.8) \KX(x)\ S min {In, Aan~a\x\+

it follows that if h(x) e L^T1), then

(5.9) -t^j f |^[(0|A(*-0

as w —> oo for almost every x [23, Vol. I, p. 94]. From (5.6) and (5.9) we deduce

that for h e L1(F1)

(5.10) oUh)(x) = lim sup- f |*«(r)| \h(x-t)\ dt ^ Ca\h(*)\
n-.oo    TT J _Ä

for almost every x.

Let

M2f(x, y) = sup I - P Dn(t)f(x,y-t) dt ■
"  I./-*

For almost every x,f(x, y) EF(log+ L)2 as a function of y. For such x's we have

(5.11) f M^jjrf^/ff |/(x,y)|(log + \f(x,y)\)2dy + A.
J -71 J -71

(See R. Hunt [9, p. 235].) Integrating (5.11) with respect to x we find that M2 e F1(F2)

and

(5.12) f"  f M2f(x,y)dydx S AT  f |/|(log+ |/|)2 rfy *t+2«4.
J -71 J -71 J - 71 J - 71
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Now fix a y for which M2f(x, y) is integrable as a function of x. For almost every x

we have by (5.10) and the definition of M2,

°Z°(fXx,y)=   hmsup l-f KSi(s)\- f Dn(t)f(x-s,y-t)dt\ds
min <m,n}-» to | TT J _„ VW-H J

(5.13)
^ lim sup- f \K«(s)\Maf(x-s,y)ds ^ CaM2f(x,y).

m-> go    TT J _n

Since (5.13) holds almost everywhere, combining (5.12) and (5.13) proves (5.3).

The argument that proves Theorem 5.1 from Theorem 5.2 is classical. We repro-

duce the proof here for completeness. (See [11, p. 221].) First apply (5.3) to the

function Xf where A>0 is a constant obtaining

(5.14) f   f o°*{f)(x,y)dxdy < Aa f   f \f\(\0g+\\f\f dx dy + ̂ -

Let £>0 be given. Choose A so large that

(5.15) AJX < £2/8.

Decompose f,f=f' + f" where /' is a trigonometric polynomial,

(5.16) ^J_Jf"\dxdy< j

and

(5.17) Aa j"^ ^ |/"|(log+ A|/"|)2 dx dy < ~

(See [23, Vol. II, p. 304].) From (5.16) and Tchebycheff's inequality

(5.18) \{(x,y)\ \f"(x,y)\ > ej2}\ < */2.

From (5.15), (5.17), (5.14) applied to f", and Tchebycheff's inequality we have

(5.19) \{(x,y)Wr(f")(x,y) > Ml < '12.

From (5.18) and (5.19) we see that if E(e) is the set of all (x, y) for which either

\f"\ >e\2 or crJ'°(/")>e/2, then E(e) has measure <e. Since

we see that, outside the set E(e),

(5.20) lim sup  KM)-f\ = °r(f")+\f"\ < 1+5 =
min {m.n} -» go Z Z.

Now if CTm n did not converge almost everywhere, it would fail to converge on a

set F, |F|>0. Write

F= U Fn = U \ (x,y)
n=l n = l

lim sup   \<JmJf)-f\ > i)-
nin {m,n}-* oo n)
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Some Fn would have positive measure, say |F„o|>S>0. Picking £<min{l/«0, 8}

and applying (5.20) would yield a contradiction, since Fno<=E(e) but |F„0| >S>£

= |£(e)|. Hence, <rm>n does converge almost everywhere. This proves Theorem 5.1.

The space L(log+ L)2 is not the largest possible space that might be used in the

statements of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. Sjolin [19] has proved that the hypothesis

for the convergence of the Fourier series in one variable may be weakened from

"/(*) belongs to L(log+ L)2 on F1" to "/<*) belongs to L(log+ F)(log+ log+ L) on

F1". It is clear that as further results are obtained in the theory of functions of one

variable, one may correspondingly weaken the hypotheses in the first parts of

Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 while still obtaining the same conclusions.
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